15 O rate determines, in large part, the extent to which the observable radioisotope 18 F is produced in novae. This rate, however, has been extremely uncertain owing to the unknown properties of a strong subthreshold resonance and its possible interference with higher-lying resonances. The new Jet Experiments in Nuclear Structure and Astrophysics (JENSA) gas-jet target has been used for the first time to determine the spin of this important resonance and significantly reduce uncertainties in the 18 F(p, α)
Novae are some of the most energetic and frequent astrophysical explosions in the Universe. Approximately 30 occur each year in the Milky Way galaxy with each releasing ∼ 10 45 ergs of energy [1] . Novae occur in binary systems of stars when accretion of hydrogen-rich material from one leads to a thermonuclear runaway on a white-dwarf companion. Despite years of study, many open questions remain [2] [3] [4] : How much mass do novae eject? Do novae form grains that can be captured and analyzed on Earth? Is there a link between recurrent novae and type Ia supernovae? Additional observational constraints are needed to resolve these open issues.
A rather direct constraint on nova models could come from the observation of discrete-line γ rays from the decay of radioisotopes produced by the nucleosynthesis in novae. The most promising targets for observation are those radioactive isotopes produced in large amounts and with half-lives long enough to survive until the atmosphere is transparent to radiation. This γ -ray emission is thought to be dominated by the decay of 18 F during the first day or so after the initial outburst [5, 6] , and thus understanding the nuclear reactions affecting 18 F nucleosynthesis in novae is critical to interpretation of this γ -ray signature.
After production the largest loss of 18 F occurs via the 18 F(p, α) 15 O reaction, and several studies have identified this reaction as one of the 3 most important for novae for further experimental investigations [7, 8] . A variety of direct [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] and indirect measurements with both stable [14] [15] [16] and radioactive beams [17] [18] [19] have been used to characterize the reaction rate [20] . The primary temperature range for novae nucleosynthesis is 0.05-0.40 GK, and the rate is dominated towards the higher end of this range by contributions through a end of the temperature range, the rate is far more uncertain because of the unknown properties of near-threshold levels and the possible interference between these and higher-lying broad resonances. Guidance has also come from a recent theoretical study, which pointed to the importance of previously neglected s-wave 1 2 + resonances [21] . This study predicted that a broad 19 Ne events of interest. A localized and pure Ne gas target was needed, and thus the JENSA gas-jet target was well-suited for this application. A full description of the JENSA gas-jet target is given in Ref. [22] . Briefly, high pressure gas (∼ 16 000 Torr) is injected through a Laval nozzle to form a dense jet of gas approximately 4 mm wide. After passing through the target region, the gas is received, compressed, and recirculated back through the target with the aid of multiple stages of pumping and compression. The interaction point of the beam with the gas jet is surrounded by arrays of silicon detectors such as SIDAR, the Oak Ridge Rutgers University Barrel Array (ORRUBA) [27] , and SuperORRUBA [28] . The effective areal density of the jet was estimated by measuring the energy loss of α particles emitted from a 244 Cm source and was found to be ∼ 4 × 10 18 Ne atoms/cm 2 . Precise knowledge of this areal density was not needed for this experiment, however, since the angular distribution of deuterons was measured at all angles simultaneously. The observed deuteron spectrum produced at 29 • after bombardment with 3 nA proton beams for 15 hours is shown in Fig. 1 . The spectrum shows excellent correspondence with known 19 Ne levels. As opposed to the previous attempts [25, 26] , there was no observable elemental contamination of the target. A few deuteron Peaks labeled with stars were used for energy calibration.
Table 1
The 19 Ne excitation energies in keV from this work are compared with those from the most recent evaluation [29] and those from Laird et al. [16] . The states marked with an asterisk were used for the internal energy calibration. Only statistical uncertainties are quoted. There is an additional ± 2 keV systematic uncertainty in the energies from Ref. [16] and an additional ±3 keV systematic uncertainty in the present results.
238.27(11) + 275.09 (13) 255 (2) 1507.56(30) + 1536.0 (4) 1524 (2) 1615.6(5) 1604 (3) 2794.7(6)* 2792 (3) 4032.9 (24) 4035 (4) 4140 (4) 4153 (4) 4379.1 (22) 4371 (3) 4549 (4) 4556 (3) 5092 (6) 5090 (6) 5424 (7) 5424 (7) 5539 (9) 5529 (10) 6013 (7) 6017 (3) 6014 (2) 6092 (8) 6101 (4) 6097 (3) 6288 (7) 6282 (3) 6289 (3) 6437 (9) 6438 (2) 6440 (3) 6742(7)* 6742 (3) 6742 (2) 6861 (7) 6865 (3) 6862 (2) 7067 (9) 7067 (2) peaks were observed from the 22 Ne(p, d) 21 Ne reaction (labeled as 22 Ne in Fig. 1 ), but those were easily identified by their differing kinematic curves. All other peaks correspond to known states in 19 Ne. The relatively smooth background between the peaks in the spectrum arises from effects such as incomplete charge collection in the silicon detectors and random coincidences in the deuteron gate arising primarily from pileup of elastically-scattered proton pulses. The deuteron energy calibration was performed using the strongly populated, isolated, and well-known levels at E x = 0, 2795, and 6742 keV. The excitation energies reflecting the average from all of the angles in this work are compared with those from the compilation [29] in Table 1 . The uncertainties quoted in the present results are purely statistical in nature. From comparison of the extracted excitation energies with the calibration peaks, we estimate the systematic uncertainties to be on the order of ±3 keV. The subthreshold state of interest was populated and identified at 6282 ± 3 keV, which is in agreement with the previous compilation and with the value reported by Adekola et al. [19] . The relative angular distributions of strongly-populated levels were extracted from the observed number of counts in each peak after background subtraction and using the known detector geometry. An absolute calibration of the normalized cross section was not possible since the beam current was not measured, but this did not compromise the goals of the experiment since determination of the transferred angular momentum is possible from extraction of the shape (i.e., the angular dependence) of the angular distribution. The measured angular distributions are plotted in Fig. 2 . Gaps appear in the angular distributions where the peak of interest had too few counts above background, or for example in the case of the 1616-keV level, could not be resolved from a neighboring level at the outer angles where the kinematic broadening was more pronounced.
The experimentally-measured angular distributions were analyzed using finite range distorted-wave Born approximation (DWBA) calculations using the computer code TWOFNR7 [30] . Global optical model sets were used for the entrance and exit channels and provided a reasonable description of the observed angular distributions for well-known levels. For the initial state, the global potential parameters of Perey [31] were used, and in the exit channel, the potential parameters of Lohr and Haeberli [32] were used. It should be noted that the calculated angular distributions were primarily sensitive to the transferred angular momentum as opposed to the specific optical model parameters chosen. As can be seen in Fig. 2 , the expected angular distributions agree well with those observed for levels with well-established spins [i.e., the excitation energies(spins) are known to be 0 keV + level. While this is in disagreement with the conclusion by Laird et al. [16] that a higher spin is preferred, the present study has the advantages of involving a simpler reaction on a spin zero target that populated several well-known levels for which the angular distribution analysis could be confirmed.
To explore the impact of the measurement, the 18 F(p, α) 15 O reaction rate has been calculated with the R-matrix code AZURE2 [33, 34] . Resonances that were included in the reaction rate calculation are listed in Table 2 and are briefly described. The energy of the subthreshold resonance is the weighted average of those in Table 1 and the spin is from the present work. The ANC and α (scaled from the mirror level) are taken from Adekola et al. [19] .
The energy for the 6.417-MeV level is the weighted average from the measurement of Laird et al. [16] and the compilation by Nesaraja et al. [20] . The spin and spectroscopic factor from Adekola et al. were used to scale p for the 1-keV change in energy. The alpha width is taken as an upper limit of 0.5 keV due to the lack of observation of the mirror in reanalysis of 15 
N(α, α)
15 N data [37] . The energy of the broad level at 6.439 MeV is the weighted average from Table 1 − level at 6.742 MeV is well studied with the proton-width coming from Ref. [11] , the spin from Visser et al. [15] , and the alpha width has been scaled from the mirror level by Nesaraja et al. The properties of the 7.076-MeV level were measured in Ref. [10] . Finally, the broad 1 2 + level at 1.46 MeV has been reported by Mountford et al. [13] , Adekola et al. [35] , and Dalouzy et al. [36] . We adopt partial widths for this level from Mountford et al. but consider the other measurements in our reaction rate + resonances.
The thin curves show the now excluded S-factors with a 19 Ne measurements have shown there is very little single-particle strength outside of these known levels [19] . The astrophysical S-factor for the 18 F(p, α) 15 O reaction rate from the AZURE2 calculation is plotted in Fig. 3 . As discussed in Ref. [19] , the dominant uncertainty in the reaction rate results from the interference of subthreshold s-wave resonances with higher-lying broad resonances. Determination of the spin of the 6286-keV level greatly reduces uncertainties in these interference effects. Several uncertainties were considered to create the reaction rate uncertainty band in Fig. 4 . First the reaction rate was calculated using the resonance parameters in Table 2 . Quantities were then varied one at a time to gauge their influence on the calculated reaction rate. At each temperature, the low and high value of the resulting reaction rate calculations were tabulated to produce the plots in Fig. 4 . Quantities considered were the signs of the interference, the energies of the resonances and the strengths that must be varied with the energies for certain resonances, and the considerable variations in the properties of the broad high-
+ resonance. The deduced upper and lower limits on the rate are plotted in Fig. 4 with the current knowledge of the spin of the subthreshold resonance and are compared to the previous results. Since resonance parameters were varied within 1σ uncertainties, the reaction rate band can also be considered to be at the 1σ confidence level. It is found that the upper limit on the rate band remained the same, but the lower limit is increased by a factor of 1.5-4 over the temperature range 0.05-0.25 GK, which is in the primary temperature range for nova nucleosynthesis. The implications have been investigated using the framework available through the Computational Infrastructure for Nuclear Astrophysics [38] . A "post-processing" approach was utilized following a reaction rate network through time profiles of temperature and density in 23 radial zones taken from one-dimensional hydrodynamic calculations of ONeMg nova outbursts on 1.15, 1.25, and 1.35 solar mass white dwarf stars [39] . A full reaction rate network was used in each zone with 169 isotopes from 1 15 O rate to the previouslycalculated minimum rate [19] while the bottom panel shows the individual rates directly. The previous uncertainty band is outlined with solid lines, and the reduced uncertainty band from the current work is shown in white. The previous upper limit agrees with the current result, but the lower limit has been increased by a factor of 1.5-4.
(and thus the volume of space sampled with a given sensitivity), this results in a factor of 2.8 decrease in the uncertainty of detection probability owing to nuclear reaction rate uncertainties. In summary, the astrophysical 18 F(p, α) 15 O reaction rate, and thus the nova nucleosynthesis of 18 F, has had significant uncertainties as a result of the uncertain properties of a strong subthreshold resonance. The uncertain interference between such a resonance and higher-energy broad s-wave resonances resulted in considerable variations in the estimated 18 F(p, α) 15 O reaction rate.
A measurement with the new gas-jet target JENSA has been used to determine that the spin and parity of this subthreshold resonance is 1 2 + , and this has significantly clarified the astrophysical 18 F(p, α) 15 O reaction rate. The remaining uncertainties are dominated by the lack of knowledge concerning a possible nearthreshold 3 2 + level. Such a level exists in the mirror 19 F and the current upper limit on the resonance strength is not stringent enough to eliminate interference uncertainties. Further improvements in the reaction rate calculation could come from a better determination of the properties of levels near threshold [16] , possibly from the study of decay γ -rays from these states or from measurements of the 18 F(p, α) 15 O cross section off resonance that could determine the nature of the interference. A simultaneous R-matrix fit of all available data sets could also improve our understanding of the rate. This first combination of modern large-area silicon detector arrays with supersonic gas-jet technology enables an entire program of research at existing and future radioactive beam facilities.
